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karmat;yevadhikaraste 
in action alone the jurisdiction of thee, 

'" ma kadacana 
never in fruits at any time, 

lIT Cfi4 'hM®;\ 
ma karmaphalahetur bhilr 
never action-fruit motive should arise, 

II 
ma te safigo 'stv akarmat;i. 
never of thee attachment let there be m 

inaction. 

Your right is to action alone; 
Never to its fruits at any time. 
Never should the fruits of action be 

your motive; 
Never let there be attachment 

to inaction in you. 

• Acting without regard or desire for the fruits 
of action is one of the most constant teachings of 
the Bhagavad Gitii. It refers to "disinterested 
action," which is not to be confused with irre-
sponsible or careless action. According to the law 
of karma an individual is responsible for his 
actions throughout eternity, or until he achieves 
nirvii1;la. The" fruits" (usually translated in the 
plural, though the singular phalam is used in the 
Sanskrit) mean the results of action, and they are 
of three kinds: those of obligatory action, those of 
action prompted by desire, and those that arise 
from delusion (see XVIII 23, 24, 25). The first of 
these is really action without desire for the fruits, 
i.e. action which is a duty. The second and third 
are related to desire, and the elimination of desire 
for the fruits of action is basic to the GUll's 
teaching. The last line, about "inaction" is an 
injunction against sloth - one of the evils asso-
ciated with the gU1;Ia of tamas, or darkness. Action 
prompted by delusion (see above) is also associ-
ated with tamas. Thus, action prompted by greed, 
desire for wealth, desire for power, or desire for 
fame is not advised. 
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karmalJi (n. loco sg.), in action, in deeds. 
eva, alone, indeed (often used as a rhythmic 

filler). 
adhikiiras (m. nom. sg.), jurisdiction, author-

ity, prerogative, office, claim, privilege. 
te (gen. sg.), of thee, thy. 
rna (prohibitive), not, never. 

(n. loco pl.), in fruits, in results. 
kadacana, (adv.), at any time, at any time 

whatsoever. 
ma (prohibitive), not, never. 
karmaphala (n.), fruit of action, result of ac-

tion. 
hetus (m. nom. sg.), motive, cause. 
(karma-phala-hetus, m. nom. sg. TP cpd., 

motive in fruit-of-action.) 
bhiis (3rd sg. aorist subjunctive .J bhii), it 

should be, it should arise. 
rna (prohibitive), not, never. 
te (gen. sg.), of thee, thy. 
saiigas (m. nom. sg.), attachment. 
astu (3rd sg. imperative act. .J as), let there 

be! 
akarmalJi (n. loco sg.), in inaction, in non-

action. 


